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Abstract
Many state-of-the-art query-by-humming (QBH) systems restrict the hummed
query to be in isolated syllables for easy note segmentation. However, it is observed
that users often prefer natural humming. This work addresses note onset detection
for natural hum, usually considered difficult to segment. The acoustic
characteristics of naturally hummed signals are studied and features useful to note
onset detection are proposed. Pitch and energy features are combined to obtain
superior note segmentation. Performance results on note onset detection as well as
retrieval in an actual QBH system are reported.
1. Introduction
Music information retrieval (MIR), currently an important research area, enables the
intelligent search and access of music databases. Query by humming (QBH) is a type of
MIR system wherein a user hums the query to the system to retrieve melodically similar
music [1][2]. Similarity matching is achieved by obtaining a melodic representation of the
query to search a transcribed music database. Melody is represented by a sequence of notes,
each labelled by their pitch and duration. Accurate note segmentation of the input acoustic
query is therefore crucial.
The human perception of a note onset is caused by a noticeable change in the loudness,
pitch or timbre of the sound [3]. For note onset detection, features that exhibit significant
changes at the onset are preferred. The onsets are differentiated as soft and hard onset, hard
onsets exhibit abrupt feature change, while soft onsets take time to establish [4][5].
A commonly used feature is the energy. This is effective when the note onset is
characterized by transient or burst followed by the steady state sound. But effectiveness
decreases with signals having soft onsets. Some features related to timbre are spectral
centroid and spectral difference[6]. A sub-band based approach was reported by
Duxbury et al.[4] wherein energy is used in the higher sub-bands and spectral difference is
used in the lower sub-bands to find both hard and soft onsets in instrumental music. Adams
[7] used only pitch as a feature for note onset detection in sung query of lyrics. Three
classes of segmentation algorithms were explored: predictive filter, LMS detection and
curve fitting assuming that ideal pitch contour is piecewise constant. The main drawback
with pitch as a feature was that it fails to capture passing notes, which may only be captured
by other features. Klapanc and Prefer [5] proposed a hierarchical onset detection approach,
which detects the soft onsets efficiently along with hard onsets in sung lyrics.
In vocal rendition of the music, typically each syllable in the lyrics represents a note. The
nucleus of the note is the vowel and the consonant prior to it indicates the note boundary.
Most of the state-of-the-art QBH systems restrict the hummed query to be in isolated
syllables and recommend /ta/ or /da/ humming for good note segmentation [1][2]. In a
study on the most preferred type of syllabic humming [8], it was found that /la/, /da/, /na/
and /ta/ are the most preferred apart from natural humming, denoted by /hm/. We have
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previously reported our work on the syllabic humming of /la/, /na/ and /da/ [11]. Using the
acoustic-phonetic approach of speech recognition [9], it was found that the sub-band (6402800 Hz) gives a sharp energy change at the boundary between the sonorant consonants, i.e
/l/, /n/ or /d/ and the vowel /a/. This sub-band energy feature performed better than the
generally used full-band energy, spectral difference and loudness for the syllabic humming
[11]. The note onset detection performance of the sub-band energy for natural humming
/hm/, however, was far below that for syllabic humming. In this work, we analyze the
pitfalls with the sub-band energy feature for natural humming and try to improve the note
onset detection performance with heuristics based on the acoustic characteristics of the
natural hum.

2. Note onset detection
Note onset detection comprises of a feature extraction stage followed by a detection
function stage based on the time derivative of the feature contour. The detection function
exhibits peaks at the abrupt changes or onsets. Any noisy transients in the feature will lead
to false peaks. The detection function is compared with a threshold to remove the noisy
peaks. A good detection function should have few false peaks and capture all valid onsets.
In our earlier work [11] we used a biphasic filter to calculate the detection function, which
was motivated by short-term adaptation characteristics of human hearing. Rather than
comparing only adjacent frames, the biphasic filter achieves multi-frame smoothing and
differencing thus reducing false onsets.

3. Signal characteristics of natural hum /hm/
Perceptually, the presence of two phonemes in the syllabic humming provides for clear
note onset detection, due to change in timbre (spectra). Natural hum /hm/ is a nasalised
humming, with notes sung in phoneme /m/ only. The perception of note onset is due to
some kind of discontinuity in the signal, either in fundamental frequency or in the spectrum.
It is observed that there are different ways the /hm/ can be articulated.
• During note transition, the singer tries to break the current note leading to a
discontinuity in the partials, which reappear with the onset of the next note. But the
duration will not be enough for the vocal cords to stop vibration completely before
the next note begins, leading to a dip in the fundamental frequency between two
notes.
• Fundamental frequency glides smoothly towards the next note without any frequencydip at the boundary. In this mode all partials are continuous with slight dip in partial
energies.
• In another mode, the singer introduces aspiration noise /h/ at the note boundary.
Based on the articulation, different types of discontinuities are observed at the note onset, as
shown in Fig. 1:
• Clear discontinuity (CD): where there is a clear break in the fundamental frequency
contour; this happens when the notes are well separated or aspiration is introduced.
• Tonal discontinuity (TD): where all the harmonics are continuous during the
transition between two notes.
• Partial discontinuity (PD): where all the harmonics except for the first one or two are
absent during the transition from one note to another.
• Mixed discontinuity (MD): is similar to partial discontinuity, but not all higher
partials are absent during the transition.
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Figure.1. Different types of discontinuities in natural hum shown in waveform
and spectrogram with manually marked note onsets below
In speech, for the nasal sound /m/ the first formant near 250 Hz dominates the spectrum
[10]. A spectral zero occurs in the 750-1250 Hz for /m/. In a well articulated natural hum, at
discontinuities, the energy above 700 Hz is very low compared to that below. For low
energy hum, during a note almost all energy is in the first formant region and higher band is
highly noisy. As the energy increases, the higher bands are more energized and become less
noisy. The anti formant region also have significant energy during the note compared to the
discontinuity region. For some singers the frequency region above 3000Hz is noisy,
depending on how they energize. Hence the same sub-band frequency region 640-2800 Hz
is considered useful for natural hum.

4. Data collection and experimental setup
Natural hums were recorded from 10 singers and split into training and testing databases
containing (47 and 50) hums with (831 and 1082) onsets. The recording was done at 22.05
kHz sampling rate, 16 bit resolution, mono. The songs were selected from Bollywood music
and have a variety of melody and rhythm patterns. Another small database called modes
database was collected which have hums with 204 onsets. This was recorded from two
trained singers humming in different loudness, tempo and fundamental frequency variation.
The ground truth onsets were marked by the first author manually.
Initially, to find which energy feature give the best performance different energy features
were tried, such as full-band energy, sub-band energy, harmonic energy and loudness on
one database of 831 onsets. The features were calculated with Hamming window of 20
msec duration, every 10 msec. To evaluate the performance of each feature, the
performance evaluation plot (% of true positive versus % of false positives) was obtained
[6][11]. The optimum point on the performance curve is used for comparison. Sub-band
energy gave the best performance (87.25%, 14.81%), which was poor compared to that
achieved with syllabic humming. At zero thresholds, sub-band energy captured 829 onsets
out of the 831 with 2678 false onsets. Due to the different style of singing and how the
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singer energises this band, the energy variation in this band does not exhibit sharp changes
at all note onset. At some onsets the changes are slight and similar to noisy variation.
To improve the performance, the usefulness of other features was considered and
wherever it was valid, heuristics were applied. The approach was to validate the onsets
detected by sub-band energy using additional features and to remove the false onsets. It was
observed that the histograms of the magnitude of valid and invalid peaks exhibited an
overlap for threshold values 8 to 200. For the onsets within this range (8-200) we apply the
heuristics and validate the onsets and remove possible false onsets.
4.1. Combining features to improve the note onset detection
Usefulness of full-band energy: For some singers it was observed that the sub-band
energy region was not energized enough to have large discontinuities during some parts of
the hum. The full band energy was a found to be a better feature in such cases.
Degree of voicing: Some singers insert aspiration at the note boundary. The aspiration
energy was comparable to the energy in sonorant part in both full band and sub-band energy
resulting in less discontinuity around the note onset. To capture the aspiration noise,
wherever the degree of voicing was less than 0.55, a silence was inserted.
Three point median filtering: The sub-band energy becomes noisy for some singers
towards the end of the phrase. To remove these false onsets, a three point median filtering
was done on the feature contour.
Dip in fundamental frequency near the note onset: The dip in fundamental frequency that
occurs at the note boundary appears to be an uncontrolled action. A dip of more than 8 Hz
within 5 frames duration appeared to be a valid note onset at any pitch value.
4.2. Algorithm with heuristics for combining features
Three-point median filtering was applied to the sub-band energy. The feature was
ANDed with the silence marker, which also marks silence when degree of voicing is less
than 0.55. The detected onsets obtained from sub-band energy are used as the candidate
onsets. The heuristics are applied to detected onsets within the range 8–200. In case the
onset is validated, its peak value is made 300. The onsets that are found false by heuristics
are removed. The other candidate onsets for which heuristics were not valid are retained
with same peak values.
Full-band energy: If a candidate onset occurs, look for a valley in the full-band energy
within 100 ms duration before onset. If full-band energy valley occurs, look for full band
energy difference between the valley point and two points adjacent to the valley, 50 ms on
either side. If it is more than 7 dB, it is a valid onset.
Pitch heuristics near the note onset: Near the candidate onset check for a fundamental
frequency valley with a frequency difference of minimum 8 Hz, within the +/-50 ms on
either side of the valley. If the condition is satisfied, the candidate onset is valid. In case of
tonal onset, the pitch is important feature, with a very slight dip in the sub-band energy
contour. The fundamental frequency difference at points +/-50 ms apart from the onset
candidate is considered, if this difference is more than 120 cents, the onset is valid.
Removing multiple onsets: The biphasic filtered detection function exhibits positive
excursion near the note onset and negative excursion at note offset. Between two note
onsets there should be an offset, which means between two positive excursions there should
be a negative excursion or at least a region of zero values in the un-rectified detection
function for some duration, which is set to 50 ms. The positive excursion also has a
minimum duration before it goes to negative region, which is set to 50 ms. If this condition
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is not satisfied it is a false onset. To remove multiple onsets near the actual onset, look for
negative excursion of detection function in between the two onsets. If there is no negative
excursion of minimum duration 50 ms, then one of the onset is invalid, retain the higher
valued candidate onset.

5. Results and conclusion
By applying the heuristics, the false onsets were reduced to 425 from 2678, with true
onsets being 826 compared to 828. With the modified peak detection, the performance
curve optimum point was (93.5%, 6.5%) compared to the previous (87.25%, 14.81%). To
validate the algorithm, it was tried on other databases, test and modes database. The modes
database performance curve optimum was (90.7%, 9.7%) while with test database, it was
(94.5%, 4.5%). Modes database has songs sung in very fast tempo and low loudness, which
resulted in slightly poor performance. Finally the 97 natural hums were used as query to the
TANSEN QBH system [2][11] with the new transcription module incorporated. The
TANSEN system has 300 database songs. The new system gave Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) of 0.4060. Out of 97 queries 55 queries came within first 10 ranks with 30 being at
first rank and there were 9 outliers (ranks above 100).
There is no single feature, which can give good onset detection for all kind of musical
signals. A judicious combination of different features needs to be used based on the
knowledge of the characteristics of the signal. Based on this philosophy an algorithm for
improving the onset detection in natural hum was designed. The algorithm was validated on
different databases and gave good note onset detection performance.
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